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MYTH in the LANDSCAPE
bouverie hall, north street, pewsey, sn9 5es
SPEAKERS: Peter Dawkins, Angela Shaw, Isabelle Kingston, Peter Knight and
Sue Wallace, Susan Raven, Andreas Kornevall, Sarah Dawkins, Andrew Clark.

SATURDAY 23rd NOVEMBER
MORNING PROGRAMME: 10am - 1pm
“The Great Myths and Landscape of Britain” - Peter Dawkins

All great myths are related to the landscape in which they are born and evolve as well as
to the human beings who live in those landscapes. They are poetic and meaningful
stories of who we were, are, and can be or will be, moulded by the landscape and its
inherent intelligence and purpose. If we allow it the land can be our teacher, our friend
and our partner in the great journey of life – and this is especially true of Britain, which is
rich in myth.

“Tales of the White Horse” - Angela Shaw

Angela Shaw has built a relationship with the chalk white horse hill figures of Wiltshire
and Uﬃngton over the past 3 years through pilgrimage. She senses an embedded
energetic network in the land connecting these iconic geoglyphs. Her holistic art
practice brings people to the point of encounter to have their own experience of
connection with these sacred sites. New stories may emerge from their archaic wisdom.

AFTERNOON PROGRAMME: 2.15 - 5pm
“Vale of Pewsey and Ancient History” - Isabelle Kingston

Memories and Magic reside in the land around Pewsey. Long ago, connecting with the
Land and its energy for the benefit of the tribe was a matter of survival. The recognition
of the individual energy of each place developed the creation of Sacred Sites which
abound in Wiltshire. People travelled here from vast distances, having heard stories of
their power and all they had to oﬀer. We walk in the footsteps of those Ancestors.

“Albion Dreamtime” - Peter Knight and Sue Wallace

Based on their new book, Sue and Peter share their Questing to Albion’s magical,
natural sacred places. It was to such Dreamtime places that early hunter-gatherers and
shamans came to contact the Earth Spirit. They look at Albion’s myths and how people
were once deeply connected to Nature. They make a passionate plea to visit ancient
natural places; their message is a timely rallying cry at this pivotal time of change.

EVENING GATHERING: 7.30 - 9.30pm:
A magical evening of story and song, featuring storytelling with Andreas Kornevall and
songs from the Heart with Susan Raven and Andrew Clark.
TICKETS: The evening is included as part of the conference OR evening only tickets on
the door are £7.00 or £5.00 concessions.

SUNDAY 24th NOVEMBER
MORNING PROGRAMME: 10am - 1pm
“Communicating and Co-Creating with the Elemental Kingdom” - Susan
Raven
Susan will be exploring the supersensible substance and dynamics of the elemental
kingdom, looking at ways we can work in co-creative partnership with the nature spirits
and elementals of our area. The nature spirits, as emissaries of higher spiritual beings,
wish to be of great assistance. It is time to mend the lines of communication and to
relearn a living world wisdom from them at this critical time in our evolution.

“Walking Between the Worlds” - Andreas Kornevall
Andreas will take us on a journey of discovery into the mythic imagination, asking what
is a myth? How do the old stories and legends still live in us and our landscape and how
can we find there the "Lost Gods and Goddesses of Britain." Andreas will demonstrate
how myth reveals to us the current predicaments our landscape is in, facing climate
change and species extinction and what can be done.
AFTERNOON PROGRAMME: 2.15 - 5pm

A choice of afternoon activities as two groups who will then join each other as a
whole to conclude together:
• Making a Mandala - Sarah Dawkins and Andrew Clark
With sacred dance and song from the heart. This allows us to connect with the
flow of Universal Love and give to and receive from the land with an open heart.
In this way we can play our part in the myth of Rescuing the Heart.
• Communicating with Nature Spirits - Susan Raven
When we walk the land with an open heart that says, 'My true self seeks your
true self!', we become visible to a great choir of nature beings who have a
communicable intelligence and a potential gift of wisdom to share.
Closing Circle:

We will complete our weekend together in song and ceremony.

Book via Website: www.gatekeeper.org.uk or complete this form:
BOOKING FORM
I / We would like to attend the Annual Conference on 23 - 24 November 2019

☐Weekend Ticket: £75 per person ☐Saturday Only: £40 per person ☐Sunday Only: £40 per person
(all tickets include vegetarian soup lunch)
I / We enclose a cheque for £_____________ made payable to the ‘Gatekeeper Trust’
Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Tel: ……………………………………………… Email: ………………………………………………………………….
Please return this form to:

Gatekeeper Secretary, 14 Upper Close, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5DX
Tel: 0300 123 7723 Email: secretary@gatekeeper.org.uk

SPEAKERS
Peter and Sarah Dawkins co-direct the Zoence Academy & Mystery School and are founder
members of the Gatekeeper Trust. Peter is a philosopher, author, lecturer, visionary, geomancer
and a Baconian and Shakespearean scholar. Sarah organises pilgrimages and workshops within
the Zoence Academy. One of Sarah's special interests and expertise is Paneurhythmy, a form of
dance-yoga, and the wisdom behind it. www.zoence.co.uk
Angela Shaw (MA Art & Environment Falmouth) is an artist who works in collaboration with nature
and subtle energies, connecting people to place through community and collaborative projects.
These have included a 12 mile light sculpture in the land around St Michael’s Mount in Cornwall
and a collective exhibition in Guildford Cathedral. www.angelashaw.org
Isabelle Kingston is an internationally known Spiritual Teacher, Medium and Healer. Much of her
life’s work has involved using her abilities to connect into the consciousness and life force on the
planet and into landscapes. As a native of Wiltshire, she works quietly with the Sacred Sites,
known and unknown. Combining her psychic powers and archaeological knowledge, she has
taught many to experience, connect and heal environments at a deep and spiritual level.
Peter Knight and Sue Wallace run Stone Seeker tours together. Peter is well known for his
inspirational dowsing and shamanic workshops, lectures and field trips. He founded the annual
Convention of Archaeology and Earth Mysteries. Sue brings a lifetime of experience of dowsing,
drumming, and chanting. She has a deep relationship with the Earth, connecting intuitively, often
through chant and song. www.stoneseeker.net
Susan Raven is a long time student of Anthroposophy and has worked with the methods and
exercises prescribed by Rudolf Steiner for seeing into the super-sensible realms. She is the author
of the popular book Nature Spirits: The Remembrance: A guide to the Elemental Kingdom. Susan
presents workshops which oﬀer a practical methodology for communicating with the realm of
Nature Spirits and Elementals. Susan is also a singer-songwriter whose songs have featured on
the BBC and local radio. www.susanraven.com
Andreas Kornevall is a storyteller, writer, mythographer and ecologist. He has done live
storytelling for BBC radio and worked with the archaeological society Sussex Past to revive the
ancient Pagan Anglo-Saxon Creation Myth. He works with the National Trust in restorying the
landscape of the South Downs, as well as delivering lectures on Norse myth in universities across
the UK. He directs the Earth Restoration Service Charity and is the co-founder of the Life Cairn – a
memorial for human caused extinctions. www.andreaskornevall.com
Andrew Clark worked for nearly 30 years as a psychiatrist and psychotherapist in the NHS before
retiring in 2017. Since 1990, he has participated in many pilgrimages and retreats led by Peter and
Sarah Dawkins, and has also co-led pilgrimages with the Gatekeeper Trust. He has sung in choirs
for many years and feels increasingly called to use heart-centred singing and sounding as a way to
develop our heart consciousness.
Gatekeeper Trust is an educational charity (Reg. no. 326416), whose objectives include
the ‘study of landscape temples, holy places, earth structures and their layout’. The
Trust aims to work with the planet in a mutually healing way, in tune with the
landscape and honouring the sacred in both people and places. The Trust shares
this approach through its Friendship scheme, a network of contacts, publications
and an annual programme of sacred journeys, workshops and other events.
Further details from the Secretary: Tel: 0300 123 7723 Email: secretary@gatekeeper.org.uk

